
Long run growth models
Who Residual Basic ideas Mathiness Policy Evidence

Romer 1986 Knowledge • Externalities (public good 
characteristic of knowledge)

• “knowledge is a capital good 
with an increasing marginal 
product”

• Increasing returns to 
production, decreasing 
returns to knowledge

y = A kα Nn Protect patents to 
provide financial 
incentive to create 
knowledge

• No convergence
• Correlations of patent frequency 

variables with growth

Douglas North
Daron Acemoglu

Institutions • Good institutions, including 
political and economic one 
s(such as taxation), favour 
investment and growth

? ? • No convergence
• Correlations of political variables with  

growth
• Specific examples are “good” 

institutions inherited from colonisation 
and North vs South Korea

Gary Becker and 
others

Human capital 
(stock of knowledge, 
habits, social and 
personality 
attributes)

• When people get smarter 
they can produce better.

y = A Kα (hL)(1-α) • Encourage skilled 
immigration

• Invest in education

• Rich countries have smarter people

Barro 1996 Democracy • Democracy helps get good 
institutions

A None really. Often negative 
relationships. More a wishful research 
program.

Acs et al. 2014 Entreprenurial 
ecosystem

• Fleshes out that knowledge 
as needing an environment 
to flourish by being 
incorporated into goods

A Slight correlation with index generate 
from entrepreneurial survey.

Everyone Total factor 
productivity

Phlogiston (i.e. meaningless) A • Decrease 
regulations on new 
technology

Generic name for changing capital 
types.

Easterly and 
Levine summary

Labour quality, legal environment, banks, confidence, urbanisation, energy use, carbon emissions, corruption.

http://delong.typepad.com/paul-romer-increasing-returns-and-long-run-growth.pdf
http://faculty.nps.edu/relooney/BarroDemocracy.pdf
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2534680
https://williameasterly.files.wordpress.com/2010/08/33_easterly_levine_itsnotfactoraccumulation_prp.pdf


Discussion questions
1. Not only are some countries poor while others are rich, there can be great disparities between groups within a country. For that matter, why 
distinguish the study of growth and institutions at a country level at all.

A) What makes the nation state an appropriate level of aggregation to study growth?
B) What rationale would support reconfiguring nation state borders to encourage development?

2. Come up with a new idea about how development happens that would fit with the “label the residual” game. Explain the mechanisms by which you 
expect it to work in the language of economics, and identify what data could be used to support the claim. 


